EC-DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

We affirm, that the Electronic products manufactured by us fulfills the requirements of the Directive of Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) 89/336/EEC and the Amending Directive 93/68/EEC concerning these.

Name of manufacturer: Technical Associates

Contact information of the Manufacturer:
7051 Eton Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91303
Phone: 818-883-7043
Fax: 818-883-6103
E-mail: tagold@nwc.net

Description of the product: Portable Ion Chamber
These monitors are powered exclusively by batteries.

Trade name and model: Portable Ion Chamber Monitor
Numbers of the product: These monitors are powered exclusively by batteries:
TBM-ICM-V, TBM-IC-AJI, TBM-IC-HLS, TBM-IC-LR, TBM-IC-H2, TBM-IC-BW, TBM-IC-RN.


The device is CE marked.

Canoga Park, CA 91303 USA

December 22, 2006

Robert Goldstein, President, CEO